Sony HX99
Compact
Camera with
24-720 mm
zoom
Despite its super-compact size, the HX99 delivers highquality images and outstanding performance,
incorporating high-level functions like 24–720 mm
zoom, 4K video recording, fast and precise AF, plus a
high-contrast OLED electronic viewfinder, handy control
ring and tiltable LCD touchscreen for easy operation.
Key Features The world's smallest camera with 24–720
mm zoom, the HX99 goes wherever the action is With
its ZEISS Vario-Sonnar T 24–720 mm lens and highlevel features like Fast Intelligent AF and responsive
Eye AF, it delivers remarkable performance in any
setting Despite its compact size, the camera offers a
broad zoom range from wide-end 24 mm to 720 mm
telephoto Clear Image Zoom allows the subject to be
magnified while effectively preserving high resolution,
up to 1440mm The HX99's sophisticated algorithms and
high-performance gyro-sensor work together to
compensate for camera shake, providing reduction in
shake even with hand-held shooting at high zoom
magnifications Zoom Assist enables fast, easy framing
of moving subjects at telephoto range. Advanced
imaging technology provides superior image quality in
both videos and still shots Advanced image-processing
technology delivers high-resolution images with low
noise back-illuminated Exmor R CMOS sensor,
with18.2-megapixel effective resolution, and the
advanced BIONZ X 4K videos (QFHD: 3840 x 2160)
recorded with full pixel readout and no pixel binning
Speedy AF, combined with 10fps (max.)7 continuous
shooting, helps you keep up with fast-moving subjects,

making it easier to capture those decisive action shots
The camera's rotating LCD screen helps you check the
composition of self-portrait shots before you shoot
Touch Focus lets you set the focus simply by touching
the monitor, while the Touch Pad function shifts the
focus smoothly when you slide a finger across the LCD
screen
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